
EDITORIAL

This open issue of Transfer presents four articles that all deal with challenges and dilemmas that

are at the core of the academic debate on trade unions as well as at the heart of the debate within the

trade union movement. The first two articles speak to the debates on the relationships between

unions and migrant workers and on mobilization strategies of unions towards these groups and

of the migrant workers themselves. They discuss experiences in the Netherlands with the mobili-

zation of Polish migrant workers and in France with collective action by irregular migrants (sans

papiers). Both articles present cases that can be considered successful in that they indeed resulted

in mobilization and collective action, including several strikes. At the same time, they demonstrate

the difficulties in continuing such mobilization in the longer term. The two cases offer important

lessons concerning the mobilization of migrant workers and, in a broader perspective, precarious

workers as well as on the repertoire of actions available to trade unions in this respect.

The first article, by Lisa Berntsen, deals with Polish migrant workers working for temporary

agencies in the Netherlands, in particular in distribution centres of large supermarket chains. This

group of workers is not often engaged in collective action. This case shows, however, first how the

workers themselves initiated protest, in spite of their precarious employment position, and sec-

ondly how their initial sense of injustice was turned into collective action through the effective Pol-

ish leadership from below and strong union organization. The union was also able to find

commonalities of interest between the Polish and Dutch workers and managed to demonstrate its

ability to represent and protect workers that most of the time fall outside traditional structures of

representation.

The second article, by Marcus Kahmann, analyses the unprecedented strike wave of irregular

migrants that took place in France between April 2008 and June 2010, involving almost 7000

workers who, among other things, occupied enterprises, temporary work agencies and employer

federations. Such a series of collective actions by irregular migrants is very rare, if only because

of the great risks they run in terms of loss of income and employment, and of being expelled from

the country. What is also rare here, as Kahmann shows, is the fact that the trade unions took the

lead in the protest, successfully extending their mobilization capacity to one of the most precarious

and hardest-to-mobilize groups in society. Also, the unions managed to impose their traditional

instrument of the strike as main mode of collective action, thus extending the repertoire of protest

actions of the sans papiers. The article traces the origins of the strikes as well as the innovations in

the protests of the sans papiers and accounts for the leading role of the unions in the process.

The third article, by Paul Marginson and Christian Welz, deals with another core challenge to

trade unions (as well as employers in certain cases), posed by the recent marketization of wage

setting through profound changes in wage-setting systems in a number of EU countries, including

most of all decentralization and reduced coordination. Since 2008, collective wage setting, and in

particular multi-employer wage bargaining, has come under pressure from various sources,

although with considerable variation across EU countries. Strikingly, marketization has been most
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disruptive in the countries facing the most adverse economic conditions and receiving assistance

packages from the troika, including the removal or decisive weakening of long-established state

supports to multi-employer (wage) bargaining and radical decentralization and de-

collectivization. It has been less advanced in most other countries and of a more negotiated nature.

Changes have also been made to minimum wage-setting and indexation mechanisms, including the

imposition of reductions and a reduced role for unions and employers in minimum wage setting.

Apart from the troika the new EU economic governance regime has also been increasingly influ-

ential in this respect. These changes tend to weaken the capacity of trade unions to co-determine

the level of wages and to reduce wage inequality.

The fourth article, by Lorenzo Frangi and Mauro Barisione, deals with a third key trade union

challenge, i.e. trade union membership. Analysing Italian survey data it aims to further our under-

standing of union membership decisions of both employees and non-employees. It focuses on the

notion of subjective union membership, which takes into account an individual’s awareness of

being a member of a union, the individual’s sense of belonging to a union and the social desirabil-

ity of publicly stating one’s membership status in a given historical and social context. It identifies

a twofold membership challenge for the Italian unions, which negatively affects their legitimacy

with regard to both employers and the government. This concerns on the one hand the declining

number of employees that are members and on the other hand the lack of a clear sense of belonging

or attachment to the union among the non-employee members (often pensioners). The article

shows how the analysis of subjective membership also has a wider significance beyond the Italian

case for the understanding of membership decisions.

This issue also presents two interesting short contributions in the News and Background section.

Kurt Vandaele discusses the structures for organizing and representing young workers in six Eur-

opean trade union federations: EFBWW/FETBB, EFFAT, EPSU, ETF, IndustriAll and UNI

Europa. He shows that in the context of the crisis and the very high youth unemployment, there

has been a heightened engagement with young people on the part of the six ETUFs as well as more

coordination between them on issues facing young workers. He shows that the federations are suc-

cessful in getting the problem of youth unemployment higher on the European agenda. At the same

time, it is less clear whether the federations are also managing to organize more young workers and

represent their interests better, and if they are willing and able to strengthen the position of young

workers within their own organization.

Maarten Keune discusses the changes in the position of the European Commission towards col-

lective labour relations, trade unions and collective agreements. Whereas the Commission was for

years a major promotor of a strong role of collective labour relations in the policy arena and in the

labour market, in recent years it has started to depict collective labour relations, and in particular

trade unions, as obstacles to market coordination and hence to economic and employment growth.

It has also actively started to undermine the position of collective labour relations and in particular

of national and sector collective agreements. Keune discusses the effects of this change in position

and policies and argues that it has reduced the governance capacity of Member States and that it is

leading to more inequality.

Maarten Keune
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